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Mr. David Rader 
Santa Clara County Planning Office 
County Government Center 
70 W. Hedding Street, 7th Floor, East Wing 
San Jose, CA 95110 

Dear Mr. Rader, 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Stanford University 2018 GUP Recirculated Draft 
Environmental Impact Report (RDEIR). 

The City of Palo Alto supports Stanford University's (University) academic interests and recognizes and 
appreciates the positive contributions, direct and indirect, that the region, and specifically, Palo Alto, 
receives from the University's location. And, we believe that Palo Alto's reputation for its excellent 
residential neighborhoods, pedestrian-oriented commercial districts, spirit of innovation, community 
parks and schools, likewise enhance the University's appeal when recruiting Stanford Affiliates1. 

Accordingly, these two entities and many of the surrounding communities, including the Santa Clara 
County, have shared interests ensuring any future University expansion adequately mitigates its impacts 
to surrounding communities. For Palo Alto, the RDEIR reveals that housing and transportation impacts are 
not adequately disclosed or mitigated, among other concerns. 

Environmental Consequences of Off-Campus Housing (New Significant & Unavoidable Impact) 
The RDEIR recognizes for the first time that the Stanford 2018 General Use Permit (Project) will result in a 
significant unavoidable impact to housing. It also notes that Palo Alto is disproportionally impacted by the 
housing demand that is generated by the Project. The document, however, fails to anticipate how Palo 
Alto and surrounding communities would be impacted by this housing demand. There is reference to 
University records that suggest Palo Alto historically accounts for 19% of the University's off-campus 
housing units, but it is unclear if the County projects this ratio to the Project's future housing demand. 

Rather than disclosing Project-related housing impacts in Palo Alto, the County suggests the City's own 
Comprehensive Plan accounted for the Project's population growth. This statement however, is 
unfounded and there is no evidence in the administrative record to support this assertion with respect to 
Palo Alto or the other surrounding cities . The Comprehensive Plan El R's projections for cumulative growth 
in surrounding areas, for purposes of modeling traffic, air quality and greenhouse gas emissions, and 
noise, were sufficiently high to consider certain plans and projects including the Project's 3,150 

1 Includes students, faculty, staff, and other workers 
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units/beds. However, at the time of certification, the City was unaware of the additional 2,342 housings 
units now being reported in the RDEIR to support Stanford Affiliates. The City's Comprehensive Plan 
anticipates a housing goal of up to 4,420 units through 2030. Citing the City's Comprehensive Plan and 
suggesting it anticipated this additional population growth is not only wrong, failure to disclose impacts 
renders the document inadequate under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). 

The RDEIR identifies one mitigation measure to address the description of the housing impact, which 
reads : local agencies in which off-campus housing would be located can and should mitigate the 
environmental impacts from off-campus housing to the extent feasible. (Emphasis Added) This is not a 
satisfactory mitigation under CEQA and irresponsibly shifts the burden from the University to Palo Alto 
and surrounding communities to mitigate the housing impact. The University has the land and resources 
to mitigate housing-related impacts and the County can and should require greater analysis of how 
induced population growth will impact Palo Alto and to require mitigation measures that reduce this 
impact. Examples of some reasonable mitigation measures include the following: 

• Require all or a greater portion of Stanford Affiliate housing to be located on-campus near 
services and major transit 

• For new academic and academic support facilities added within the City of Palo Alto's Sphere of 
Influence, require the University comply with the City's housing impact fee ordinance 

• Phase new academic and academic support facilities to coincide with the University's 
construction of new housing units to accommodate anticipated housing needs 

If the County determines recirculation is not required and pursues a Development Agreement with the 
University, as suggested by Robert Reidy, Vice President of Land, Buildings and Real Estate, in the July 23, 
2018 edition of the Daily Post (page 8), City officials expect to have a role in negotiating outcomes with 
the County and University to represent Palo Alto interests. 

Housing Alternatives : Traffic and Air Quality 
The City appreciates the County's incorporation of the Housing Alternatives (Alternatives). The comments 
in this section relate primarily to Alternative A. The Alternative includes 2,342 additional on-campus 
housing units, but otherwise retains all other components of the Project. Operational emissions from the 
new housing units results in three new significant and unavoidable impacts related to air quality (PM10). 
Ninety-four percent of these emissions are attributed to mobile sources. 

The RDEIR provides an analysis that shows VMT will increase under the Alternative compared to the 
Project. Accordingly, the County finds that the Alternative will have greater impacts than the Project, 
result in greater VMT and worsen air quality. This comparative analysis is flawed, however, because the 
County has not conducted a similar review of the Project impacts associated with Stanford Affiliate off-
campus housing. Instead of analyzing this impact, the County, as noted above, identified a new significant 
and unavoidable impact on the operation of off-site housing and stated this housing would result in 
unspecified off-site environmental impacts. Two of these impacts not specified and not disclosed or 
analyzed relates to VMT and air quality. The County asserts, in fact requires as a mitigation measure, that 
surrounding communities absorb the need for housing units generated by the Project. These housing 
units are principally located in Palo Alto, Menlo Park, and Mountain View. The University reports that 
nearly 30% of all off-campus housing is in these three communities. A small percentage is located on site, 
and the balance, is presumably distributed throughout the Bay Area. The County has not properly 
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analyzed the VMT and air quality impacts of locating 2,342 additional housing units so far from the 
University campus in the Project. Any comparison between the Project and the Alternatives is 
meaningless and misrepresents the environmental impacts to decision-makers. 

The RDEIR also notes concern that the University may not be able to achieve compliance with the No Net 
New Commute Trips (NNNCT} mitigation measure. While the City supports all efforts to reduce single 
occupancy trips and the University's efforts to reduce traffic to the campus core, the City remains 
concerned that NNNCT does not adequately address direct and indirect traffic-related impacts. The City 
reiterates its concerns regarding the methodology and feasibility of NNNCT specifically with respect to 
the lengthening of the peak period and definition of peak hours, direction of travel limitations, trip 
credits, and feasibility of mode split required to meet NNNCT standards. The City's traffic consultant's 
comments, dated November 13, 2017 and previously transmitted to the County during the DEIR 
comment period are hereby incorporated by reference. 

By not identifying the true traffic-related impacts of the Project, the burden of responsibility shifts from 
the University to Palo Alto and surrounding communities. Not only is this not equitable, it is inconsistent 
with CEQA. Annually, the City has a National Citizen Survey prepared to gauge resident satisfaction in 
several topic areas. Since 2003, near the approval of the 2000 GUP, trend line data shows a steady drop in 
resident satisfaction on travel by car in Palo Alto, with citywide residents in 2017 reporting ease of travel 
by car as good or excellent at 429{, - the lowest level in fourteen years of data collection. For residents 
nearest the University, this figure drops to 31%. Development under the 2000 GUP and, as proposed with 
the 2018 GUP, has placed a significant strain on the City's transportation network. The RDEIR for the first 
time begins to recognize these impacts in its Alternatives analysis, but does not identify these impacts for 
the Project and does not provide sufficient measures to mitigate these impacts. 

While the City supports the concept behind NNNCT, it remains concerned that NNNCT does not fully 
account for traffic generated by the Project and is weak in identifying when mitigation measures would 
be employed. The University relies heavily on non-motorized trips to support its goals and the City 
encourages the following reasonable mitigation measures be required in an updated DEIR or included as 
conditions of approval: 

• The University shall provide up front funding to improve the efficiency, capacity and reliability of 
Caltrain and the Palo Alto Inter-Modal Transit Center, including fair share contributions to 
Caltrain grade separation 

• The University shall coordinate with the City of Palo Alto to support the City's Shuttle Program 
and enhance connections with the Marguerite Shuttle. 

• Academic, academic support facilities and housing unit production within the City of Palo Alto's 
Sphere of Influence shall make fair share payments to the City in line with the City's 
Transportation Impact Fee requirements 

Housing Alternatives : Aesthetics 
The City supports increased housing density on campus land for the University to mitigate its housing 
impact. However, the notion that future housing must be up to 134 feet tall adjacent El Camino Real 
exaggerates the impact of placing housing in the identified locations. The City encourages the County to 
take a closer look at how and where housing could be placed so it respects and preserves the surrounding 
character. If such further analysis does not result in meaningful changes, it is difficult to support the 
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conclusion based on information contained in the RDEIR that such housing would not degrade the 
existing visual character or quality of its surroundings. El Camino Real in Palo Alto has low profile buildings 
and construction contemplated in the Alternative would significantly alter the character of the street and 
by extension the character of Palo Alto. The need for modifications to the County's Plan for the El Camino 
Real Frontage to extend the height limit and reduce the building setback would have a dramatic impact 
on visual character and may impact scenic vistas. Clearly reasonable mitigation measures could be 
established that focus increases in height in locations most appropriate to accommodate it, building 
articulation, upper level setbacks and landscaping could be employed to minimize mass, and developing 
more site-specific regulations could be established to minimize impacts. Prior to adopting either 
Alternative, the City requests a more careful examination and mitigation of these potential impacts to 
Palo Alto. The DEIR should evaluate the placement of additional housing on .campus in locations that 
would not impact the character of the surrounding area, for example, in more interior areas of the 
campus that are still outside of the academic core and where on-campus housing currently exists. 

Housing Alternatives: Project Objectives 
The County notes that the Alternative is not consistent with the Project objectives, which, in part, seeks 
to minimize potential negative impacts on the surrounding community; balance academic and academic 
support facilities with historical housing growth; and to prioritize the use of campus lands within 
unincorporated County land for academic space, students and faculty housing. The City supports efforts 
to minimize impacts to surrounding communities, but the RDEIR fails to disclose these impacts. Also, 
using the University's historic housing growth rates as a metric for future housing production artificially 
constrains housing development and pushes the burden to meet this need on adjacent jurisdictions. The 
City supports and appreciates the University's interests in cultivating a campus environment that focuses 
on education, student learning and discovery. The University has sufficient resources and land area to 
meet this objective and still off-set the impacts it generates. 

Housing Alternatives : Public Services 
Public Services include services provided to the University by the City of Palo Alto Fire and Police 
Departments. It should be noted that while the analysis of Fire Service assumes fire protection and 
emergency services from Palo Alto, these are contracted services with the University and will be reviewed 
periodically as development on campus occurs. 

While the Santa Clara County Sherriff's Department provides on campus patrol for the University, the 
Palo Alto Police Department provides dispatch services for the campus. They also provide parking 
enforcement on city streets impacted by University construction workers. Increased campus housing 
may require mitigation to include an annual evaluation of calls for service from the University and, if 
applicable, contribution to off-set unanticipated demand on City resources. 

PAUSD Impacts 
The City values and supports the educational opportunities offered by the University and the Palo Alto 
Unified School District (PAUSD). PAUSD has identified undisclosed impacts to local schools and 
inadequacies of the RDEIR. The Palo Alto City Council encourages the County and University to work 
closely with PAUSD to address these concerns and ensure the District maintains its neighborhood 
enrollment standards. The impacts to PAUSD, new school sites and funding for increased enrollment, 
should be more clearly disclosed to the public in an updated environmental document. Unmitigated 
impacts to the school district is a significant concern to the City. 
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Previous Comments on DEIR 
The City, by reference herein, reiterates the comments it made on the DEIR on January 29, 2018. 

The City appreciates the time of County staff, its consultants, and the Board of Supervisors in their 
consideration of the above comments. If further clarification is needed, or when appropriate, there is 
time to meet and discuss Palo Alto's interest further, please contact me. 

c: Palo Alto City Council 
James Keene, City Manager 
Ed Shikada, Assistant City Manager 
Molly Stump, City Attorney 
Catherine Palter, Associate Vice President at Stanford 
Meg Monroe, Management Specialist 
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